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the only drawback i found was that odeon did not run on my macbook air. after several iterations, i discovered that the problem lay with the graphics driver. after installing another graphics driver, the program ran without a problem. with the odeon room acoustics software, the designer can calculate room acoustics with a number of methods of acoustic
treatment which are very efficient and effective. the acoustics of spaces: the basics includes basic on-screen information and a comprehensible tutorial and is enhanced with an extensive manual. the acoustics of buildings: the fundamentals of room acoustics covers topics such as room acoustics, sound propagation and the effects of architectural design and

materials. the acoustics of spaces and buildings: planning, construction and maintenance covers information on layout, construction, models, calculations and on-site techniques. this part is enhanced with video tutorials, tutorial diagrams, photos, downloadable software and further reading. for the user, a tutorial and an extensive manual is provided as well as
the illustrated and colorized tutorial video. both techniques ("event" and "source" methods) are handled in separate windows. it's possible to compare the results of the "source" method with those of the "event" method. the "event" method is suitable for measuring, planning and manufacturing. the "source" method is more interesting for modeling and audio

playback applications. when the source is localized, the simulation allows the user to visualize the sounds in the surrounding environment (including reflections) as well as the soundwaves in the room. it's possible to display different situations with the one of the different acoustic treatments or to create different levels of accuracy. the odeon software comes in
two versions. a public version is available in italian and english (european version). the purchase price is reduced for academic users (single user license). the software has been extensively tested and may be granted back to the developer (free of charge) if you find any bugs or problems. i choose to use the odeon software for a number of reasons: 1) odeon is
the most widely used software for room acoustics calculations. 2) it has a powerful graphical interface and may be operated even without installing a graphic card. 3) odeon calculates the acoustic energy distribution within the walls and in the room. 4) odeon allows researchers to enter and calculate various properties of sound. 5) odeon may save the results

and calculate the distribution of sound, using the data as a starting point to calculate the sound distribution throughout the surrounding area. 6) odeon is the only software that allows the calculation of acoustics in outdoor situations.
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